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“ Why complain about yesterday, when you can make a better tomorrow by making the most of today? ” ― Anonymous
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The Devil Knows You're Dead (Matthew Scudder, #11)



by
Lawrence Block



1999·






·4.01·1,925 Ratings


Scudder is back, tracking a killer through the alleys of Hell’s Kitchen and mapping the darker regions of the human soul.Glenn Holtzman sits on top of the world, watching the sun set from his penthouse… half and hour later he’s just another statisti





 
	 











A Long Line of Dead Men (Matthew Scudder, #12)



by
Lawrence Block



1994·






·4.03·1,751 Ratings


In Manhattan thirty-one men have been meeting annually for years. Their private club meets only to record the passage of time and give toast to the joys of life. But suddenly they are dying at an alarming rate and one of their number begins to suspect tha





 
	 











A Ticket to the Boneyard (Matthew Scudder, #8)



by
Lawrence Block



2000·






·4.16·2,477 Ratings


Matt Scudder put the brilliant and elusive James Leo Motley behind bars - for good, or so he hoped. Because Motley went down swearing revenge on Scudder and anyone who knew him. Twelve years later, Motley is out and giving his psychopathic tendencies free





 
	 











Even the Wicked (Matthew Scudder #13)
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Lawrence Block



2000·







·3.99·1,559 Ratings


An anonymous letter writer, the self-styled 'Will of the People', targets prominent criminals and evil-doers that the law cannot reach - and kills them. All of them are dubbed by the Will 'society offenders who might as well be in the ground' - and he sen





 
	 











Like a Lamb to Slaughter
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Lawrence Block
· Joe Gores



1996·







·3.96·192 Ratings


They are poor little lambs who have lost their way: a murderous madman feigning madness; a beautiful woman, dangerous to look at and lethal to touch; a shy little boy quietly testing his newfound power to destroy. In this ingenious collection, multiple aw
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·3.62·117 Ratings


It's a jungle out there. It's even more savage inside the twisted minds of murderers who conceal their malevolence behind smiling masks and strike out without pity. This spine-tingling collection contains 23 new stories of suspense from some of the bestse





 
	 











Spider, Spin Me A Web: A Handbook for Fiction Writers



by
Lawrence Block



1996·






·4.15·140 Ratings


The craft of writing is a lot like spinning a web: You take threads and weave them skillfully together, and only you know where this intricate network of twists and turns begin and how it will end. Now, with Lawrence Block's expert advice, you can learn t





 
	 











Specialists
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Lawrence Block
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·3.43·137 Ratings


The Specialists are five ex-soldiers, all trained in jungle warfare, each with a deadly specialty. As civilians they lead inconspicuous lives--until the Colonel sends for them. Then their job is to find and eliminate the worst kind of criminal: those who





 
	 











Sideswipe: A Hoke Moseley Novel



by
Charles Willeford
· Lawrence Block



2005·






·4.04·658 Ratings


Hoke Moseley has had enough. Tired of struggling against alimony payments, two teenage daughters, a very pregnant, very single partner, and a low paying job as a Miami homicide detective, Hoke moves to Singer Island and vows never step foot on the mainlan
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Botanical Shakespeare: An Illustrated Compendium of All the Flowers, Fruits, Herbs, Trees, Seeds, and Grasses Cited by the World’s Greatest Playwright


 416 Pages·2017·14.53 MB·New! 
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200 Crochet Flowers, Embellishments & Trims: Contemporary designs for embellishing all of your
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Crochet Flowers, Embellishments & Trims: Contemporary designs for embellishing all of your accessorie  ...





 
	 








The Ancient Secret of the Flower of Life: Volume 1 (Ancient Secret of the Flower of Life)


 235 Pages·1999·3.91 MB·New! 



Once, all life in the universe knew the Flower of Life as the creation pattern - the geometrical  ...





 
	 








Decorating with Flowers: A Stunning Ideas Book for all Occasions
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to enhance minimalist, contemporary spaces. Decorating with Flowers: A Stunning Ideas Book for all Occasi  ...





 
	 








The Wild Flower Key: how to identify wild flowers, trees and shrubs in Britain and Ireland


 580 Pages·2006·325.95 MB·New! 



This wild flower identification guide was first published in 1981 and is still widely accepted  ...





 
	 








The cut flower patch : grow your own cut flowers all year round


 431 Pages·2014·33.99 MB·New! 



. Grow your own cut flowers all year roundThere's nothing as rewarding as cutting flowers for your  ...





 
	 








200 Embroidered Flowers: Hand Embroidery Stitches and Projects for Flowers, Leaves and Foliage


 553 Pages·2018·43.14 MB·New! 



Learn how to stitch all your favourite flowers, leaves and foliage, with this is collection  ...





 
	 








The Ancient Secret of the Flower of Life: Volume 2 (Ancient Secret of the Flower of Life)


 244 Pages·2000·9.42 MB·New! 



The sacred Flower of Life pattern, the primary geometric generator of all physical form  ...
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, Techniques, and 16 All-Time Favorite Projects Editors Of Woodcarving Illustrated|Woodcarving Magazine  ...





 
	 








The Complete Illustrated Encyclopedia of Magical Plants, Revised: A Practical Guide to Creating Healing, Protection, and Prosperity using Plants, Herbs, and Flowers


 306 Pages·2013·107.55 MB·New! 



Illustrated Encyclopedia of Magical Plants!Learn how to improve your life using the spiritual properties all  ...
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